Drylands are important ecosystems with limited water resources, often subject to desertification. Their ecological activities depend on spatial patterns formed by local vegetation, but the relation with vegetation growth remains unclear. Using satellite images of a typical semiarid shrubland in Southern Spain, we gather vegetation data and argue that vegetation cover can be interpreted by means of a percolation process. We use a static analysis that compares patch statistics in different spatial scales to study the various patch patterns that occurs in drylands. Our results indicate three distinct phases in the overall vegetation cover range.
Introduction
Drylands are arid and semiarid regions covering approximately 40% of the global landmass in which billions of people live. Vegetation in dryland ecosystems occurs in small clusters of plants intercalated by bare soil areas, respectively known as patches and inter-patches. The spatial arrangement of patches 1-3 is important to the ecosystem functionality as a whole, affecting soil stability, water runoff, and water absorption. 4, 5 Small perturbations of the spatial structure of patches may lead to abrupt changes in the ecological structure. These changes are linked to the desertification process and may incur economic, environmental and social effects. 2, 3, 6-9 As a result, several studies have used empirical data and theoretical models to detect and forecast catastrophic shifts in vegetation patterns. Despite advances in this subject, there is a lack of consensus on the mechanism that causes the formation of the spatial patterns in drylands. 10, 11 One approach employs statistical analysis of empirical data and shows that patch size distributions are well described by power laws or truncated power laws in several drylands. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Numerical simulations with a priori plant-plant interaction support these findings and reproduce typical patch patterns observed in drylands. 12, 19, 20 This approach highlights plant-plant interactions (facilitation and competition) and underestimates the influence of terrain features on vegetation patterns. 11 Other approaches state the importance of environmental conditions as the drivers of drylands vegetation and their spatial patterns. This view assumes that patch sizes exhibit a characteristic scale, 1, 21, 22 which questions the role of plant-plant interactions on pattern formation. Empirical results mainly from Mediterranean drylands (MDL) support patch size distribution deviating from power laws, suggesting that terrain features are relevant. 11, 23, 24 As suggested in Meloni et al., 24 plant-plant and plant-environment interactions seem to work together to produce vegetation patterns in drylands. In fact, theoretical models 2 and recent data 25 show that ecological conditions affect the spatial structure of vegetation, with consequences for the ecosystem functionality. However, the quantitative balance between such influences and the best manner in which to evaluate them remains poorly known for field conditions.
Central to this discussion is whether we can sort the various spatial patterns of vegetation into a reduced, more tractable, number of groups that share common properties. These groups are familiar in the physical sciences and denote thermodynamical phases or, simply, phases. In this context, a single phase labels numerous distinct spatial configurations of patches, similar to the ice phase that describes any crystalline configuration of water molecules.
Thus, a proper description of drylands requires a phase diagram, which encompasses all phases available to the system and the transitions between each phase. For exploratory studies, phase transitions are crucial ingredients; they emerge whenever fundamental changes occur in the properties of the system, producing an effective way to outline the phase diagram. Two kinds of phase transitions, namely, first-and second-order phase transitions, concern us. In a first-order phase transition, the system undergoes a dramatic transformation between two distinct phases, which effectively changes the natural scale as the system transforms from one phase to another (for instance, the boiling of liquid water at 1 atm). Hence, first-order phase transitions are scale dependent and are always accompanied by discontinuities in the first derivative of the relevant statistics (order parameter). 26 In drylands, the abrupt desertification of vegetated regions with decreasing water availability suggests a first-order phase transition. 27 In second-order phase transitions, phases become indistinguishable from each other at the critical point, 26, 28 where the transition takes place. In addition, the variance acquires an unusually large value. The theory of critical phenomena 26 states that fluctuations at all length scales produce these abnormal values, rather than only those at a single scale. As a consequence, the relevant properties near criticality are scale invariant, i.e., they are well described by power laws and their critical exponents. For drylands, this outcome is in agreement with previous studies concerning vegetation patterns in MDL. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Here, we avoid the statistical distribution debate and adopt an alternative approach to address the MDL phase diagram and the role of plant-plant and plant-environment interactions in the formation of patch patterns. Vegetation patterns are explained as the result of a percolation process at three different spatial scales, in which the terrain plays a crucial role. This approach allows us to link the connectedness of patches with the terrain features and to classify the phase transitions in the overall vegetation cover range. Critical exponents of the second-order phase transition are estimated, and new relations between the scaling exponents are determined analytically and validated by empirical data. We offer evidence about terrain effects on patch continuity, and we discuss the ecological framework linking the phase diagram, the coalescence process and ecohydrological aspects. We argue that this approach offers new insights into the management of dryland ecosystems.
To contextualize this work, we note here that this study regards the vegetation patterns of drylands located in Southern Spain, within the Murcia municipality (see Methods), which we refer to here simply as MDL (Mediterranean drylands). Vegetation data were collected from Google Earth images with a resolution of < 40 cm (see Figs. 1 and 2) and are grouped into three sets of images. Each set contains non-overlapping and independent images of square regions, the plots, with sides of length L 1 = 5 m (29 images), L 2 = 10 m (42 images) and L 3 = 30 m (40 images), with corresponding areas
Each plot is uniquely identified by its image label and area.
The plot images have the pixel as the basic unit of measure. Each pixel represents the same length (in meters) for plots of different scales, so that images in different scales only differ in the total number of pixels. The plot images are manually processed by color filtering using the ImageJ software 29 as described in Ref. 24 (see Methods).
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Afterwards, the filtered images are transformed to binary images, where each pixel can either take the value 1 (filled by vegetation) or 0 (empty). For binary images, a single patch is a cluster of filled pixels surrounded by empty pixels. With ImageJ analytical tools, it was possible to identify, count and measure each patch present in each plot.
To avoid any inferences from the vegetation growth, we restricted our analysis only to static properties measured for each plot. The control parameter is the vegetation cover 0 ≤ V ≤ 1, i.e., the relative amount of vegetation covering one plot, and the following quantities are extracted directly from the binary images of each plot:
• N (V ) is the number of patches, and D(V ) = N (V )/A is the patch density;
•μ(V ) is the average size of the patches, andσ 2 (V ) is the corresponding variance;
• P max is the largest vegetation patch;
• P (V ) is the probability that a random filled pixel belongs to P max , and
• J(V ) = P max /A is the probability that a random pixel belongs to P max .
From the patch statistics, additional variables are estimated:
• V m and V c are the V values at which the first-and second-order phase transitions take place;
• α and β are critical exponents;
• δ, γ and ρ are scaling exponents;
• z is the coordination number of a Bethe lattice, 30 related to the patch connectivity. With this confirmation of a second-order phase transition, several inferences can be taken from critical phenomena theory 26, 31 (see Discussion). In the scaling region (vicinity of the critical point),σ 2 (V ) is scale free and is then well described by a power law, whose exponents are known as the critical exponents. Hence, we mapped the pertinent quantities from MDL to their corresponding thermodynamical quantities around the critical transition.
In this context,μ(V ) plays the role of the order parameter, whileσ 2 (V ) measures the corresponding fluctuation.
In the immediate vicinity of V c , both observables scale aŝ
In Figs. 5(A) and (B), we depict collapsed data from the 3 different plot sizes, and the critical exponents are estimated using linear fits in the log-log scale:
Eqs. 1 and 2 are subject to systematic errors due to improper identification of the scaling region. 32 These systematic errors become progressively significant with data reduction or insufficient vegetation coverage. As a consequence, we observe large deviations in the estimates of critical exponents and small fit confidence. We mitigate this issue by considering more reliable scaling laws among the variableŝ
where the scaling exponents ∆, γ and ρ are again estimated using linear fits in log-log scales. Since Eqs. 5, 6 and 7 are valid only in the scaling region, one can continuously decrease V starting from V = V c for each plot scale L, as long as these equations hold. This procedure allows for a more accurate estimation of the scaling region (higher R 2 ) than using Eqs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 5 (C), (D) and (E), the scaling exponents are
First, the scaling relations in Eqs. 5, 6 and 7 are consistent if ρ = γ/∆. Next, substituting Eqs. 1 and 2 in Eq. 7 us to obtain a coarse-grain estimation of the terrain connectivity and vegetation connectedness. The minimum connectivity necessary for percolation is z = 3, for which the transition takes place at V → 1. For z > 3, the percolation takes place at smaller V values. 30, 31 This assumption allows for the calculation of relevant quantities and statistics based on geometrical properties of the system. For instance, z is evaluated from 30
which results in z = 3.5 for our data. With z in hand, one calculates 1 − J 30
Alternatively, the probability 1 − J may also be estimated from raw data and compared against the value from Eq. 12, as depicted in 
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Discussion
Our findings show that the investigated MDL supports three distinct vegetation patterns, namely, phases A, B and C, according to the control parameter V . They are separated by a first-order (V m ≈ 0.4) and a second-order (V c ≈ 0.8) phase transition as V increases from zero to unity (see Fig. 7 ).
This scenario contrasts with those furnished by traditional models for drylands; some models predict only a first-order phase transition, separating a desertified phase from a completely vegetated phase, while others consider only the second-order phase transition to be viable. 
Phase transitions
Scarce and small patches compose Phase A (V < V m ), which hinders water infiltration and favors runoff effects. 4, 5, 38 Due to their smallness, the patches are randomly scattered across the landscape, producing short range-correlations (characteristic scale). This observation is supported by previous studies in the same region using patch size distributions. 23, 24 Therefore, facilitation effects are less important in phase A, and terrain influences dominate the vegetation growth (new colonizations and peripheral increment around already established patches). In fact, the most abundant plant species in the region, the alpha grass Stipa tenacissima L., grows as mentioned above. As V increases towards V m , one also expects the number of patches and their corresponding average size to increase.
However, with increasing sizes, nearby patches are more likely to coalesce, reducing the total number of patches.
Of note, first-order phase transitions are mainly governed by terrain and climate conditions, which affects the V m threshold.
Phase B occurs within the range
Unlike in the other two phases, the spatial arrangement of patches lacks a simple characterization in phase B. The issue with the characterization of Phase B is reported by Aguiar and Salas. 39 The authors recognize two phases, low and high cover, for several worldwide drylands with evident differences in spatial patterns and ecological interactions. They describe the low-cover phase in a manner that fits Phase A, but they are unable to perform a simple description of the high-cover phase. In Phase B, the total number of patches decreases, and patches becomes larger in size. This is a consequence of coalescence, which also increases the variability of geometrical forms and shapes found in distinct plots. This constant competition for space during vegetation growth effectively produces a net increase in the variance of patches. In particular, the variance associated with Phase B develops a characteristic length scale that differs from the one from phase A.
The changes in scale in drylands have been previously announced by von Hardenberg et al. 2 Among their results, they numerically verified that patch size distribution also develops distinct characteristic scales as the vegetation cover increases. The change in characteristic scale at V m is in agreement with a first-order phase transition. Our evidence suggests that plant-plant interactions are not driving the vegetation growth during V ∼ V m but that they gain importance as V → V c , an implication of coalescence. This means that changes in the spatial structure of vegetation during Phase B can be explained by neither terrain features nor plant-plant interactions alone.
In phase C, V > V c , the vegetation reaches a continuous configuration (Fig. 7) , prone to water infiltration and minimally affected by runoff. In general, this combination mitigates desertification threats. Moreover, the large levels of vegetation cover also lessen the influence of terrain compared to that of plant-plant interactions as the main 
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the latter is second order. We stress that the nature of the B-C transition was determined from the divergent behavior ofσ 2 around the critical point V c . Indeed, the theory of critical phenomena explains that the large value ofσ 2 is due to scale invariance, whose hallmark is the presence of long-range spatial correlations. 26, 28, 30, 40, 41 Our results forσ 2 are in accordance with previous dryland studies. 12, 13, 17, 19, 42 For instance, Xu et al. 18 considered several drylands and observed an increase in the skewness of patch size distributions up to V ≈ 0.7 in the empirical data. However, the authors were unable to assess large values of V , i.e., they could not detect the critical phase transition. Here, we consider smaller plots because the vegetation coverage in drylands rarely exceeds 60% for large areas. This allows for a better assessment of the entire V range.
Bearing in mind the critical phase transition, we highlight the discovery of the scaling relations among D(V ),
The equalities ρ = γ/∆ and β = ρα relate the scaling exponents ρ, ∆ and γ to the critical exponents α and β. This is the expected outcome in the classical theory of critical phenomena, and, as such, grants us confidence in the validity of the critical hypothesis. The experimental observation of a second-order phase transition is no minor feat. The reason behind this claim lies in another crucial concept of critical phenomena: universality classes. 40, 41 This concept asserts the following. Distinct systems are grouped together and exhibit the same universal features provided they share the same critical exponents and symmetries. In the physical sciences, the broad term "distinct systems" refers to systems that may range from gases to magnets. In the ecological context, however, we are concerned only with different drylands subject to similar environmental filters. Thus, universality classes provide an ideal framework to investigate the underlying biological interactions in drylands.
For drylands with similar conditions and plant-plant interactions, one expects similar critical exponents, i.e., that the various worldwide drylands would be grouped into a reduced number of universality classes. Recently, Berdugo et al. 25 provided empirical evidence that supports our hypothesis of dryland universality. The authors evaluated 115 dryland plots worldwide, searching for relations between aridity and system functionality. With these parameters, the authors sorted the dryland samples into two groups: a high aridity/low functionality data set, associated with a lognormal distribution for patch sizes, and a high functionality/low aridity data set, associated with power-law distributions. Our approach offers a simple interpretation of their previous findings. For instance, the link among functionality, aridity and patch size distribution 25, 43 might be explained by the main aspects of the phase diagram reported here (scale-dependent phases and one scale-free phase transition). This inspired us to perform a preliminary test, employing the same methods used in MDL for drylands located in Utah, US (36 plots).
In Utah, patches are constituted by trees associated with shrubs, a notable difference in comparison to the Spanish case. Nevertheless, Fig.8 depicts that normalized variances from MDL (30 m) and the US (50 m) collapse in a single curve, indicating the same behavior at a critical phase transition. Unexpectedly, the critical points in both drylands occurr at the same value, even though this is not a universal feature. Furthermore, the exponents found for US drylands are α US ≈ 0.42 and β US ≈ 0.46, which fall under the expected errors of critical exponents from MDL (Supplementary Information). Therefore, this preliminary test supports our hypothesis of universality classes as a way to sort the various worldwide drylands.
MDL Management
The interpretation of the phase diagram found in our study (Fig. 7 ) may be also used to propose guidelines for the management of the assessed MDL regions. For this, it is necessary to consider the role of patch continuity in water infiltration and runoff effects 4, 5, 38, 44, 45 and interpret the correlation between patch patterns and ecosystem functionality. For instance, changes in vegetation cover result in small effects on ecosystem functionality in phases This evidence reinforces the hypothesis that drylands might be classified in universality classes.
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affected by vegetation continuity.
Thus, in Phase A, plots show small patches, water infiltration is low, and runoff is high, meaning that the ecosystem is more susceptible to environmental factors. Consequently, the desertification threat is high in Phase A. In phase C, the vegetation forms a continuum, which maximizes the water infiltration and minimizes the runoff effects. Therefore, Phase C shows the smallest influence from environmental factors, and the risk of desertification can be considered smaller than in the other configurations. The intermediate stage, Phase B, shows the most sensitive state, where the spatial configuration is determinant for the ecosystem stability. Our findings show that the chances of the system to become continuous in Phase B unevenly increase as V (exponentially) increases.
Thus, plots with V > V m have a much higher chance to be recovered than plots with V < V m , and also, small restoration efforts would lead to great increments in ecosystem functionality. In Ref., 25 a bimodal relationship between vegetation cover and ecosystem functionality is found for drylands worldwide, meaning that the patterns reported here may be also present in other drylands.
These are early signals of catastrophic shifts in drylands. Although our study concerns data from a restricted region with its own constraints, we highlight that the approach we propose here can be applied to other dryland regions and that the transition values V m and V c can be altered, but not the critical exponents α and β or their relation with scaling exponents ∆, γ and ρ. Hence, we call attention to the necessity of mapping such thresholds for different dryland regions.
Conclusions
We The vegetation is distinguished from bare soil using convenient color descriptors in the ImageJ software. 29 In HSB space, we used hue and saturation contrast at their maximum values in red ( Fig.2(b) ). Next, we selected the brightness between 80 and 104 from each image, with most of them being around 92 ( Fig.2(c) ). These settings led to the best discrimination between patch edges and interpatches. 24 Next, the filtered images were transformed to binary images, where each pixel can take two values, 1 (filled by vegetation) or 0 (empty) (Fig.2(d) ). Each binary image was compared with the respective original image by overlapping to confirm the quality of the patch identification. In the binary images, a cluster of filled pixels surrounded by empty pixels represents a single patch.
With ImageJ analytical tools, it was possible to identify, count and measure each patch present in each plot ( Fig.2(f) and (g)).
Data analysis was performed on each data set (different scales) to compare their respective results and to determine the scale dependency. In such a case, one expects that different approaches will lead to similar transition thresholds as well as critical and scaling exponents. In the vicinity of V c , the second-order phase transition, the consistency of scaling relations betweenμ(V ) andσ 2 (V ) allows one to confirm the estimates of scaling exponents with empirical data. Similar conclusions are reached by relating critical and scaling exponents. In terms of percolation theory, the probability J(V ) estimates the probability of a random pixel (patch or interpatch) belonging to the largest patch P max , while P (V ) is the probability of a random filled pixel belonging to P max . The probabilities depicted by J(V ) and P (V ) offer an alternative way to estimate the transition thresholds, 35 The preliminary test with data from Utah, US, aims to explore the possibility of universality classes. Similar to MDL, rains are scarce in Utah (≈ 300mm/year), soils are calcium rich and the landscape is dominated by hills and valleys. However, the vegetation physiognomies found in the two regions show important contrasts.
Beyond differences in species composition, patches from Utah's plots are formed by trees associated with shrubs.
Consequently, patches are structurally more complex in Utah than in MDL. We concern the coordinates used in 
